
BEER PLANET
BAR TRUCK

Beer Planet
Our planet is better than yours! Drink me, you 
have no choice…

Sedef Sezginer 
Alissa ChabChoub 



Specifications
Who sells? Why? 

An interactive chart to make the order faster. 
The payment is made at the terminal of the 
interactive table by card from 1 euro and in 
cash. 

The order can be passed directly to the bar too, 
if the customer needs to taste. Bartenders are 
available, 4 in total, 2 in each truck. The two 
ways of payment are available at the bar. 

What do we sell? 

The products sold are beers colored presses of 
the world. We will put on sale the 10 most 
consumed beers in the world that we will change 
every month. 

How does the sale take place? 

The sale takes place directly on site. Either 
through an interactive board, or by a bartender. 
At what frequency ? 

The bar is open all day, EXCEPT Monday and 
Tuesday, from 9pm to 2am.

What is the form of the sales support or service? 

The selling medium are two "truck", however this 
one will have more of a fairly original HighTech bar 
whose theme is "Another Planet". The specificity of 
the Bar Truck is its theme, the transparent pipes 
that carry colored water and which are located on 
the front of the counter and on the roof of the 
Truck. In front of the trucks, we will install bistro 
tables, next we will find a mobile bike with a poster 
detailing the service offered. The front of the 
trucks will be dedicated to broadcasting music. 

Which mobility strategy is deployed? 

Our strategy is to sell by being mobile according to 
the activities of the week in the city. 

A specific sales territory? 

The territory is not precise, however it is defined in 
advance on the website of the BarTruck, as well as 
on its Facebook page. 

Who buys? 

18+ 

The typical exchange chain 

(See route map)



I want BEER!
I dont know what I 

want
I know what I want

I go to the counter I order by the interactive 
screen

I speak with 
the sales 

assistant, I 
look at the 
menu and I 

order

I do the 
tasting, I 

decide and 
I order

I pay and I get my beer

I pay and I 
get my 
ticket

I present my ticket to the 
counter and I get my beer

I take a place by the bistros of the Bar Truck and I have fun!



ÉLÉMENTS CLÉS  

Our project is a BAR TRUCK, HighTech and original. We sell the beers of the world, either by the bar or 
by an interactive kiosk. 

However, our bar offers a "SAM" service, for people unable to return home late in the evening. We have a 
Moto Mobil electric that folds, so it is possible to bring you back in your own car. This service is 

subject to charges. 

The concept of the BarTruck is therefore the occasion to marry the HighTech with an original concept.

Concept; an other planet

High Tech
Ecological Principales; Polycarbonate

Beer Guide

Moto Mobiles; Service SAM
Beers of the world

BAR Truck





Ecological Principles
Polycarbonate

A flame-retardant material discovered in 1953. It is 
often in the form of transparent plastic plates.

Great solidity

Shock resistant

Ease of Recycling

Ease of processing

Re-usable



Sephora-Interactif Screen Ajinomoto-Food Truck Sale

Andros-Food Truck Tasting
Moto Mobile
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BEER PLANET
BAR TRUCK
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Sketch of the interior of Bar Truck 
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SYNTHESE  
Our project consists of two bar trucks, with bistro tables. Each BarTruck has two 

separate parts; one dedicated to the recovery of the order already paid on the 
interactive board, the other one dedicated to tasting and ordering at the bar.


In each BarTruck, it is planned to install 10 beer barrels (40 / 50L each) accompanied 
by their CO2 pumps. The BarTruck will notably be equipped with syrups for people 
who want to add a perfume to their beer. A fresh constant temperature system will 

be set up to keep the barrels cool. A mini washbasin will be used to rinse the 
polycarbonate glasses. In addition, the front of the BarTruck will be dedicated to the 

diffusion of music, like a DJ cabin. On the facade behind the trucks, next to the 
interactive tables, a “beer guide" will be installed which facilitates the choice of 

customers. The interior and exterior decoration, as well as the bistro tables will have 
a unrelated shape and look with the real life, that is how we highlight the foreign side 

of an “other planet". The pipes that light up and trace the path of the beers also 
responds to our foreign planet theme.


The MotoMobil will be stored in the back of the Truck in a special locker. Its storage 
location is more efficient knowing that at the time of use, it will be directly on the 

street on the spot. For the promotion of service, we will "exhibit" one of our 
Motomobil with a poster detailing the service "SAM".


Thus our bar will be equipped only by the essential, we avoid any unnecessary 
overweight, in order to be able to store the maximum barrels of beer possible. It is 

true that we are in a large volume of beer but this is the goal, our mob bar is moving 
according to the activities of the city, and when there are activities there are more 

people, so more consumers .


